css_styled_content: Standard header doesn't use PAGE_TARGET

2012-04-17 12:35 - Markus no-lastname-given

Status: Closed
Priority: Should have
Assignee:
Category: Frontend
Target version:
TYPO3 Version: 4.5
PHP Version: 5.3
Tags:

Description
If you set the option "Target for internal links [PAGE_TARGET]" in the Constant Editor, it will not change the link target for header links.

Expected behavior: Changing the target for internal links should affect all links, including links for headers.

Tested with TYPO3 4.5.15.

Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #77830: fluid_styled_content: Standard header doe...
Closed 2016-09-03

Associated revisions
Revision 63196700 - 2016-11-09 07:55 - Arnd Messer
[BUGFIX] Remove styles.content.links.target

Remove styles.content.links.target from constants.txt and lib.parseFunc.ts.

styles.content.links.target has as description in constants.txt pointing the value is used for frames.

Since fluid_styled_content is focussing on HTML5, this value does not make sense at all, since frames have been removed from the specification.
styles.content.links.target should be removed from constants.txt in fluid_styled_content including the use of this constant value in lib.parseFunc.ts, the only place where it is used. The typolink viewhelper does not take this into account also.

Resolves: #77830
Related: #36216
Releases: master
Change-Id: I16e8dc3f77595fde20d8c43d6ab16eb7d590e34b
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/49839
Reviewed-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision 2af45fe8 - 2017-10-17 13:06 - Harry Glatz

[BUGFIX] CSC Header CE does not respect lib.parseTarget configuration

The TypoScript of the CSC header element does not respect the global lib.parseTarget configuration

Resolves: #36216
Releases: 8.7, 7.6
Change-id: I08ea6c59829a4a63b4aca6bf90b89223921b3fddf
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/52571
Reviewed-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@typo3.com>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Harry Glatz <harry.glatz@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Harry Glatz <harry.glatz@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Revision 9aa50fcf - 2017-10-18 21:44 - Harry Glatz

[BUGFIX] CSC Header CE does not respect lib.parseTarget configuration

The TypoScript of the CSC header element does not respect the global lib.parseTarget configuration

Resolves: #36216
Releases: 8.7, 7.6
Change-id: I08ea6c59829a4a63b4aca6bf90b89223921b3fddf
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/54430
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History

#1 - 2014-12-17 19:34 - Wouter Wolters

- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
- Is Regression set to No

Hi,
as this issue is very old. Does the problem still exists within newer versions of TYPO3 CMS (6.2.9)?

#2 - 2014-12-18 10:09 - Riccardo De Contardi
It is still present on TYPO3 CMS 6.2.9;
As far as I can see the constant {$styles.content.links.target} is used in two objects inside the CSC Typoscript:

lib.parseFunc.tags.link.typolink.target.override = {$styles.content.links.target}
tt_content.image.20.1.imageLinkWrap.typolink.target.override = {$styles.content.links.target}

Which means it is used by
- RTE links
- image links

Am I correct?

{$styles.content.links.target} does not affect for example
- header links (the target can be choosed via the link dialog popup)
- CType: menu objects

#3 - 2014-12-19 09:14 - Alexander Opitz
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to New

#4 - 2015-11-06 14:21 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Category set to Frontend

#5 - 2016-09-03 12:24 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/49823

#6 - 2016-09-07 08:59 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/49823

#7 - 2016-09-07 09:00 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/49823

#8 - 2017-04-24 16:12 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52571
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52571.

Patch set 3 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52571.

#11 - 2017-07-13 15:34 - Susanne Moog
- Sprint Focus set to On Location Sprint

#12 - 2017-08-31 13:45 - Anja Leichsenring
- Sprint Focus deleted (On Location Sprint)

#13 - 2017-09-29 18:01 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 4 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52571.

#14 - 2017-10-17 13:30 - Harry Glatz
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 2af45fe8f34f6ec0e2e71739b337296afe7db2c8.

#15 - 2017-10-18 01:28 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54430.

#16 - 2017-10-18 15:48 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54430.

Patch set 3 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54430.

#18 - 2017-10-18 22:00 - Harry Glatz
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

Applied in changeset 9aa50fcf3ce153507c624c6eb20f6c8344774269.

#19 - 2018-10-02 12:17 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed